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Strengthen digital marketing with
a proven tangible solution.
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Why Should I Read
A Marketer’s Guide to
Using Tactile Marketing
Automation™ Software?
In 1,000 B.C., an Egyptian landowner wrote the first “direct mail”
advertisement on a piece of papyrus, offering a reward in return for a
runaway slave. Direct mail has come a long way since then. And while
most think they know what today’s direct mail is capable of, there is a
new twist that is changing the way companies view the channel.

It’s called Tactile Marketing Automation™ software.
Tactile Marketing Automation™ (TMA™) software is the integration
of direct mail into your marketing automation platform. It strikes a
balance between your digital and direct mail efforts and creates a truly
multi-channel approach to your automated marketing campaigns.
Adding tactile marketing to your existing digital strategies is proven
to increase the overall effectiveness of your marketing investment. It
has higher retention and response rates, with 79 percent of consumers
acting on a brand’s direct mail piece immediately.
The TMA application seamlessly integrates with your marketing
automation to trigger the send of tangible products based on user
behavior. It makes the sending of timely, personalized physical mail
(sales kits, gifts, marketing collateral) as easy as sending an email.
Read on to discover how you can integrate TMA software into your
campaigns to break through the digital noise and drive results at all
stages of the customer journey.
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79%

OF CONSUMERS

ACT ON A

BRAND’S

DIRECT MAIL PIECE

IMMEDIATELY
— Print in the Mix

What is Tactile Marketing
Automation ?
TM

What
An app that integrates into your marketing automation
platform, works within your campaigns, and automates direct
mail in conjunction with your digital efforts.

Why
So companies like yours can create personalized and triggered
multi-channel campaigns that increase operational efficiency
and drive results.

@
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HOW

Marketing
Automation
Platform

The TMA application easily drops into your automated
campaigns making the send of direct mail as easy as email.
With TMA software by PrintingForLess (PFL), what you can send
is limitless, and you have the ability to personalize each piece,
whether it’s print, sales kits, gifts or marketing collateral. Once
the step is triggered from within your campaign; fulfillment,
shipping and tracking is handled for you by PFL.
View all activity from within your platform to measure ROI and
see how leads are moving through the funnel. TMA software
takes the manual process of direct mail off your hands, saving
you time and resources.

WEB

PRINT

TACTILE

SOCIAL

MARKETING

PROMOTIONAL/
CORPORATE GIFTS

AUTOMATION

EMAIL

TM

DIRECT MAIL
CORPORATE
GIFTS

PROMOTIONAL
PRODUCTS

Send Renewal Email

WHITEPAPERS
Email
Not Opened

TMA
Send Renewal
Postcard

Email Opened
Renewal NOT
Complete

Email Opened
Renewal Complete

Resend
Renewal Email

TMA
Send Thank You
Packet

BUILD & SUSTAIN ENGAGING
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
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What Tactile Marketing
Automation is NOT:
A standalone solution.
TMA software is fully integrated into your existing automation
platform, so that you can execute multi-channel campaigns and
measure results in one place.

The automation of un-personalized
“blanket” campaigns.
Use data and consumer behavior to trigger smart, personalized and
timely communication that makes a real connection with customers.

A solution that limits you to just postcards.
Test your creativity. From custom print, to gifts, to sales kits; the
range of what can be included in your campaigns is limited only by
your imagination.
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FOR EVERY

SPENT ON

$167

$2095
DIRECT MAIL, U.S. MARKETERS SELL

IN GOODS

.12%

Combine these and you’ve
got yourself a highly effective
multichannel strategy.

Email response
rates are at an
all-time low of
0.12%.1

4.4%

Direct mail is less
crowded than email,
and has a higher
response rate of 4.4%.2

What’s Driving the
Movement?
The marketing world is an ever changing
puzzle of moving parts. Here are some of
the driving trends behind the need for
Tactile Marketing Automation Software.
TM

56%
Sending high-impact,
educational tactile
pieces can help build
a trustworthy
relationship with
potential buyers.

20%

56% of customers
find print marketing
to be the most
trustworthy type
of marketing.4

Leads who are
nurtured with
targeted content
produce 20% more
sales opportunities.4

81

The number of
emails people
receive daily is at
an all-time high
of 81 messages.2

70%

Nearly 70% of
businesses are
using or are currently
implementing
a marketing
automation
platform.3

Use direct mail to break
through the digital noise.

Get personal!
By customizing your
direct mail, your
customers will connect
with you on a personal
basis, creating a close
customer-business
relationship.

Rethink the way you see marketing
automation to include direct mail.
1

Print in the Mix

2

CMO Council

3

The Aberdeen Group

4

Business2Community

Six Clues It’s Time to Add
Tactile Marketing Automation
Software
Your off-line and digital
alignment is off.
You struggle to drive sales
qualified leads from your
nurture campaigns.

Your sales team’s
spirits are sinking.

Your emails are
getting ignored.

You don’t have multi-channel
marketing attribution.

Your product is a
considered purchase.
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Core Benefits of
TMA Software

Make impactful connections with
prospects and customers
Integrating print into your marketing automation isn’t about replacing
your digital efforts, but combining them with direct mail to increase
effectiveness. Coordinate digital and print to create truly multi-channel
marketing that builds trust and converts prospects.
The TMA application integrates with your marketing automation
to send the right people - the right message - at the right time. Its
personalization develops more qualified leads and fosters loyalty,
while tracking enables for well-timed, relevant follow ups to increase
sales effectiveness.

Measure and optimize tactile
marketing investments

Save time and money
When the manual process of direct mail (whether it’s
postcards or packages) is taken off of your hands, you
save time and money. Overhead is reduced, and the
ordering, managing and shipping that accompanies
traditional direct mail is eliminated.
With the TMA application, you’ll never have to lose
sleep to a late night envelope stuffing party again.
By relieving you of standard direct mail processes, it
reduces the chance of human error and allows you
more time to focus efforts on other business and
marketing initiatives.

With TMA software, all of your marketing efforts are trackable in one
place. This makes it easier to prove ROI and gives you insight into
how leads are moving through the funnel and how they are impacted
by tangible materials.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Use TMA Software to Improve All
Stages of the Customer Journey

Use the TMA application for
retargeting and cross-selling when
digital efforts aren’t reaching
noncommittal prospects.

Lead Nurturing

Conversion

Build relationships with qualified prospects through a high impact medium
that will get their hands on your message and their eyes on your offer.
When you send print, sales kits, samples and more, you elevate your
message out of the inbox abyss. Reach prospects through what more than
half are calling the most trustworthy of media channels.

Connect with prospects who are on the cusp of moving down the funnel
towards “customer” through personalized, tangible, high-impact pieces.
Sending physical pieces that are more involved (such as a sales kit,
product, or gift) than the standard postcard establishes a 1:1 connection
and builds the trust necessary to convert prospects into buyers.

These sample campaigns are mix-and-match, so make it multi-channel.

Increase conversion at every step of the revenue cycle with a
sophisticated process for tracking, shipping and delivery. You’ll receive
alerts when a prospect or customer has received your print or product
that allow for a perfectly timed follow up.

Whitepaper is
downloaded

@

Triggers email
prompting to
schedule a demo

Z

Z

Z

No Response

These sample campaigns are mix-and-match, so make it multi-channel.

Triggers direct mail
enticing sign up
with free branded
water bottle
Every Door Direct
Mail sent with
unique URL

@

@

Demo is
conducted
Triggers water bottle
and thank you note

Triggers conversion
ad for free t-shirt if
they upgrade to
a paid membership

Demo is scheduled

Triggers email
confirmation

THANK
YOU

Customer visits
site & signs up for
free membership

Logo

Triggers email
confirmation

Customer
upgrades to paid
membership

Triggers t-shirt
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Loyalty Marketing

Event Marketing

Go beyond “Dear Customer,” with an interactive mail piece so personal it
feels like it came from Grammy dearest. Use data within your platform to
personalize items such as gift cards, promotional products, corporate gifts
and more to increase lifetime value and build lasting relationships.

Reinforce digital interactions with a tangible piece to guarantee higher
attendance and response to your events. Show customers or prospects
that you value their time and effort with a mail piece that has a high
impact and is more likely to drive your desired action. Make them feel
thought of by sending a personalized invite rather than a blast email invite
to your event.

These sample campaigns are mix-and-match, so make it multi-channel.

These sample campaigns are mix-and-match, so make it multi-channel.

GIFT
CARD
THAN
YOU K

Customer enters
loyalty program

Triggers gift card
+ thank you
postcard promoting
Facebook contest

Customer enters
the contest

@

Triggers the send
of an entry
confirmation email

Customer requests
information about
a seminar

@

Z

Z

Z

Triggers email
RSVP request
No Response

Triggers send of
transactional mail
with reward statement

Customer makes
purchase

Customer doesn’t
win, but gets email
with coupon
Triggers postcard
RSVP reminder
Customer RSVPs
Triggers event
packet
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The question is....

If you dream it, we can send it.
Seriously. If you want ten thousand paper ponies, we’ll find a way to make
those prancers print. Whatever your imagination can conjure, we can send.

How far can your
imagination take you?

When people think direct mail, they tend to imagine postcards. And
while postcards are swell, some campaigns call for something bigger and
brighter. Whether it is print, promotional products, sales kits, or anything
outside and in between, we will deliver.
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Make Your Move
The Tactile Marketing Automation Application
•

Your strategy makes it smart; automation makes it easy, consistent
and effective.

•

Tactile marketing works best as part of a multi-channel strategy.
When incorporating tactile components into your multi-channel
strategies, consider the basics: your goals, overall campaign strategy,
audience, data and measurement.

Goals.
Consider not only your key business objectives, but also the goals
of your buyers. How can the TMA application help your buyer
make smarter decisions? Tactile pieces give consumers the high impact
pieces they need when processing more involved decisions. Communicate
to their objectives with the most trustworthy of media channels.

Your current marketing strategy.
Where in your campaign would sending timely, personalized
pieces make an impact? Use insights from your platform
to make smarter decisions about how, what, where and when to
communicate via tactile marketing. You can start small, but dream big.
Make incremental changes to build your strategy gradually and increase
the complexity of your campaigns as you go.
What stage of the buying cycle is your audience in? What are their
motivations? By understanding buyer behavior and where your
customers are in the sales cycle, you can reach each prospect at
just the right time to make a genuine connection.

Start by automating for personas, and
eventually individuals. Define an ideal customer
journey and end goal for each persona. How
will tactile marketing help a customer through
the various stages of the journey to the end
goal? Pinpoint these opportunities and
schedule them into your strategy.

Your data.
Now that you’ve identified who will
be receiving tactile marketing as
part of your strategy, you’ll need to make sure
you have the appropriate data for successful
fulfillment. Be sure to cleanse and enhance your
data to drive optimal results.

Your results.
Track response rates, revenue, and
conversion driven by tactile components of
your campaign. Use these insights for continual
enhancement of campaigns and to steer
development of future campaigns. You’ll benefit
from A/B testing, creating clean data, and
measuring where your efforts are effective and
where they are not.

Need help getting started with direct mail?
www.PFL.com/Direct-Mail-Toolkit-Signup.html
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Conclusion
Create truly multi-channel marketing by integrating high impact
tactile with your current digital campaigns. You'll build
relationships with qualified prospects, increase sales effectiveness,
enhance ROI and convert more prospects. The answer is waiting
for you in your platform.

Ready to give your campaigns the
integration they’re yearning for?
Call us at 800.930.7098 to learn more.
(Or, shoot us an email at TMA@pfl.com).
www.pfl.com/TMA
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62% OF CUSTOMERS
ARE MORE LIKELY

TO DO BUSINESS WITH BRANDS

AFTER RECEIVING A
PROMOTIONAL ITEM
— Advertising Specialty Institute

Create truly multi-channel marketing by integrating high impact,
tactile with your current digital campaigns. Use Tactile Marketing
AutomationTM software to send the right people - the right message at the right time. You’ll build relationships with qualified prospects,
increase sales effectivenss, enhance ROI and convert more prospects.
The answer is waiting for you in your platform.

About PrintingForLess.com
PFL is a marketing solutions company that helps
businesses get noticed and drive results through highimpact tangible communications.

Ready to give your campaigns the integration they’re yearning for?
Call us at 800.930.7098 to learn more.
(Or, shoot us an email at TMA@pfl.com)

www.PFL.com/TMA

